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There is hidden, powerful wisdom in tattoos.Understand why the piercing of your skin layer and drawing of
blood forms a symbolic hyperlink in to the energy field of your tattooist?Are you ready to:Find out
how/why purpose is the moving force behind your tattoo's vibration? Tattoos are both a revelation and a
proclamation of your embodied archetypes, dreams, emotions, even a hint of past-life thoughts.Conscious
Ink shows how this edgy skin art interfaces with this body's subtle energy field and reveals how tattoo
imagery ties in to the potent energy of internal alchemy that expands our self-awareness. Old cultures
practicing shamanic tattooing laid the groundwork for our contemporary exploration of consciousness. Do
you bring on all the best or bad juju? Do you ever think of your tattoo as a charged body talisman or a
portal into your spiritual self?Explore how tattoos reveal past-life/current-life emotional memory?Learn
how tattoos can shift the psychological energy stored using body areas? Looking at tattoos beyond the
zoom lens of body artwork, Conscious Ink gives you a new perspective on tattoos and their undeniable
roots in real, magic and mysticism.Mindful inking is definitely an amazing modality that awakens your spiritual
personal.
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Highly recommend to anyone who's planning to get one or .. I had the fantastic opportunity to interview
her on 'Get Over It! Body Artwork for the Soul Barretta provides incredible insight in to the world of
conscious tattooing. Highly recommend to anyone who is planning to get one or currently has. Making sure
of oneself making a conscience dialogue on what you would like to wear on your body for the rest of your
life. Excellent read for the newbie or those that already have tattoos and someone interested in getting a
tattoo. Great information on what should is most effective for you personally explanations on symbols
shades feeling comfortable with an artist and shop. Excellent work Lisa in-depth appear at so many
different meanings and styles of tattoos Author was on Coastline to Coast It was a gift for my
daughter, no responses yet on if she liked it. Podcast! I found it very helpful for my own thoughts. Unique
perspective about tattooing. Her premise is normally tattoos are mystical artwork with a solid connection
between transformation and mysticism. In case you are considering a tattoo this is a must-read reserve.
Barretta believes that tattoos open up an energy portal in your body allowing someone to access sacred
spaces and the magical realms.. The magick of art This book allowed me to see tattoos in an entirely
different way. If you already have a tattoo, the info in Conscious Ink can help you understand at a
deeper level your "light" and your "shadow" self. She completely explains archetypical energy and how
wearing different archetypes drawn on various areas of ones body can result in profound curing. where she

shares the way the energy of tattoos expands our self-awareness. Great read for artists, canvases, and
visitors of all types Excellent book. A lovely read that offers an excellent perspective into the art that so
many of us use on our skin. Recommend this book for anyone, whether you certainly are a tattoo
aficionado or simply an avid reader searching for an interesting read.
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